
Crime, Punishment, and 
Popular Culture, 1790-1920

With 2.1 million pages of trial transcripts, police and forensic 
reports, detective novels, newspaper accounts, true crime 
literature, and related ephemera, Crime, Punishment, and Popular 
Culture, 1790-1920, presents the broadest and deepest collection 
of materials supporting the study of nineteenth century history, 
law, literature, and criminal justice. This quintessential resource 
enhances understanding of the intersection of law and society 
during a pivotal era of social change.

With content in more than eight languages, this unique, 
international collection helps researchers explore  
the causes and effects of the rise in crime during the 
Industrial Revolution, the development of metropolitan police 
departments, and the public’s fascination with increasingly sensational accounts of 
crime in newspapers and fiction.  It covers changing attitudes about punishment and 
reform that led to such practices as solitary confinement, prison work programs, and 
penal transportation, as well “scientific” theories such as phrenology, which posited 
that character could be determined by physiognomy. 

Only Crime, Punishment, and Popular Culture, 1790-1920 helps users explore the links 
between fact and fiction by integrating legal and historical documents with literature, 
an emerging crime fiction genre, newspaper reports, and more.

Explore the links between  
                     fact and fiction



Sample courses
Inspire learning across classes like these:

English

   English 4243: Victorian Literature: Crime 
and Sensation: Popular Fiction of the 
Nineteenth Century

   ENGL E-156a: Crime and Horror in 
Victorian Literature and Culture

History

   AMH 3319: The Evolution of Law, Crime, 
and Justice in American Society, to 1876

   History 375: The History of Crime and 
Criminal Justice in the United States

   HIST 3850: Murder & Other Crimes: Law 
& Justice in 20th Century North America

   HI398: Crime and Punishment in the 
Long Nineteenth Century

Criminal Justice

   CRJ 405: History of Criminal Justice

Sociology

   SOC3010: Classical Theory

Try it out for yourself. Visit www.gale.com/crime to register for a free trial.

Supports research  
and teaching
Engage students and explore topics 
across the following disciplines:

   American Studies

   British Studies

   Criminal Justice

   History

   Literature

   Sociology

   Women’s Studies



Types of documents
Investigate criminal justice, law, history, and more 
through integrated content including:

   Trial transcripts

   Manuscript collections from policemen, judges, and 
detectives

   Documents related to the development of  
forensic techniques

   Police gazettes

   Crime-related broadsides and prints

    Criminal justice and crime-related periodicals

   Detective fiction

   Mystery novels

   Detective agency records

   Prisoner photographs

   Juvenile crime/prisoner records

   True crime literature

   State and town documents detailing 
statistics related to policing and crime

   Wild west documents and literature

   Sueltos (Spanish chapbooks)

   Criminal case files



Term Frequency 
The term 
frequency tool 
aids researchers 
in tracking 
central themes 
and ideas. 
Researchers 
can now see the 
frequency of their search term within a content 
set to begin assessing how individuals, events, 
and ideas interacted and developed over time. 

Term Clusters 
The term cluster 
assists students 
in thoroughly 
developing their 
research topic. 
By identifying 
and organizing 
frequently 
occurring themes, this tool reveals hidden 
relationships between search terms—helping 
students shape their research and integrate 
diverse content with relevant information.

Other Tools & Features
   Subject Indexing to make content accessible 
and expose key data elements

   Zotero Compatibility to optimize, collect, cite, 
and organize sources

   User Accounts to enable users to create, save 
and edit user-generated tags and annotations

   Image Viewer that zooms, highlights, rotates, 
reverses, and views pages in full-screen mode

   Downloadable OCR to enable a new level of 
access to search results

Complementary Primary 
Resources Available from Gale

   Nineteenth Century 
Collections Online: Children’s 
Literature and Childhood

   Nineteenth Century  
Collections Online:  
British Politics and Society

   The Making of Modern Law
   19th Century U.S. 

Newspapers
   19th Century British 

Library Newspapers,  
Parts I and II

New Tools & Features  
to Take Your Research to the Next Level

Gale Artemis: Primary Sources is the ground-breaking research environment that brings newfound 
discovery, relevance, and simplicity, enabling users to make never-before-possible research connections.
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